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plenty

has been

written

about the devastating economic toll
that COVID-19 has taken, and with
estimates showing that nearly a quarter
of Americans out of work, it’s fair to
wonder when (or whether) we’ll start
to recover. But although many
Americans have battened down the
hatches and reduced spending, the
pandemic has actually decreased
expenses and increased disposable
income for a substantial portion
of US consumers.

COVID-19

As a result of the COVID-19
pandemic, many Americans
are currently unable to:

•
•
•
•

Go out to eat
Got out to bars
Travel
Attend sporting, music, or other live events

The inability to engage in these
activities is partially due to
shelter-in-place orders, which are being
withdrawn in many states. However, in
most of the US, even reopening won’t
increase the “supply” of these
activities; while dine-in restaurants &
bars may be opening in some places,
they are generally not allowing the same
number of customers as pre-pandemic.
For example, in Atlanta, many dine-in
restaurants have reopened, but they are
required to limit capacity to 10 diners
per 300 square feet. 1

Moreover, even if restaurants, bars, or
live events were able to open at full
capacity tomorrow, it’s unlikely that
most Americans would take
advantage of the offerings. As
frustrated as Americans are at the
lockdowns and as much as many are
suffering the adverse economic impact
thereof, they are worried about getting
COVID-19. A Pew Research Center poll
conducted in early May found that even
among Americans who’d lost their job or
wages due to the pandemic, 68% are
concerned that states will lift
restrictions too quickly. 2
The same logic applies to travel;
Americans are just not traveling, even
though many are now able to jump in
the car for a road trip or catch a flight
somewhere. In sum, the fear of the
virus is likely to outlive the
lockdowns, which means that
expenditures on “public leisure”
activities are likely to remain low.

So, how

?

much money do Americans
spend on these public
leisure activities

The short answer is…a lot! Combined,
annual spend on these activities is about

$2.3 trillion.
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?

are Americans doing with
the money they aren’t
spending on these activities

Of course, some Americans are not
spending it at all because they have lost
their jobs or are earning less now due to
the current crisis. The current ofﬁcial
unemployment rate is 14.7%, which is
undoubtedly an underestimate of
joblessness, since many unemployment
claims have not been counted yet (state
unemployment ofﬁces are overwhelmed
and behind in processing claims).
Fortune Magazine estimates the real
jobless rate to be 23.9%. 3

Having a quarter of the working
population without work is a huge crisis,
and many people are suffering. Further,
the situation is likely to get worse in the
short-term…. But the fact remains that
most Americans haven’t lost their
jobs. These fortunate consumers are
earning just as much money as
before but now they have less
options for spending it.
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But we all know that eating and drinking
at home is less expensive than going
out to a dine-in restaurant or bar. And
for the most part, live events don’t have
much in the way of an in-home option,
and travel certainly doesn’t.

Some are undoubtedly spending money
on home versions of these activities
–spend on both groceries and alcohol
are up, for example, as is spending on
meal kit services like Blue Apron, Home
Fresh, etc.4

categories

This

P E N T- U P Leisure spend

is already ﬁnding an outlet
in some categories:

“COVID Campers” -RVs &
Camper-Vans provide a way to travel
and remain socially isolated 5 6 7
Video Gaming-home-based
entertainment that also allows the
player to connect to others (playing with
others online)
Bicycles - These provide a way to be
outside and maintain social distance, as
well as a way to get to work without the
dangers of public transportation; there
is actually a bicycle shortage in many
US markets because so many
consumers are buying bikes 8 9 10
Vacation home rentals & purchases homes in rural areas allow for an
escape from densely populated areas 11

What
?

What other trends
are we likely to see

We’d expect products & services that do
any of the following to beneﬁt from
COIVD-19-related buying patterns:

Provide a way to be out of home with minimal social contact

Bring leisure activities home

Enhance cooking/eating/drinking at home

what

sorts of products
do this?
Clearly all of those listed
above (bikes, vacation
homes, campers/RVs, etc.),
but also:

Boats and personal watercraft

Cars—especially alternative fuel
vehicles: these provide a safe “bubble”
for getting to work

Work-from-home products/services

Off-road leisure vehicles (dirt bikes,
ATVs, etc.)

Patio furniture and outdoor
enhancements (ﬁre pits, hammocks,
swimming pools)

Cooking and grilling tools

Board games -these are a low-tech way
for families to have fun

Activities for home-bound kids to help
educate and entertain, while helping
parents juggle work and parenting

There are many others, and not all
are leisure-related (hand sanitizer,
disinfectant wipes, cleaning
products, etc.).

If you sell a product or
service that can meet
the pandemic-induced
needs of consumers,
now is clearly the time to position
your product/service accordingly and
seize the opportunity. But all marketers
should take this moment in time as a
chance to think about how their
product or service can address these
needs and add value to people’s lives
during, and beyond, the pandemic.
What role can your brand play in
helping people get out safely or just
enjoy being at home a little bit more?

To the old question

“IS THE GLASS HALF EMPTY OR HALF FULL?”
the answer is, of course, both. But if you can ﬁnd a way to meet new consumer
needs during the current crisis, your brand’s glass is going to be half full
– and you may help more people see their own glass as half full too.
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